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the cool texturing extension gives you the ability to texture a surface in sketchup. it includes textured templates for a range of materials including
wood, carpet, concrete, linoleum, carpet tile, stone and brick. the extension is available here. the simpler tool is a great plugin that simplifies creation
of previously complex objects. it provides the ability to create complex forms from primitive shapes such as spheres, cubes and cylinders, and also
makes it easier to edit solid shapes as regular surfaces. it's a great way to build complex forms quickly. the extension is available here. the snapping
add-on extends the snapping tools that are built into sketchup to allow you to create more complex shapes with relative ease. it features many
useful snap tool options and can be used as a substitute for other snap tools, such as the graphical snapping tool. snap along should be the most
reliable snapping tool in your sketchup toolbox. the snap along extension is available here. the solid view has several interesting features that allow
you to create and simulate more complex forms. the results are shown as a wireframe rendering of the form, and can be used to create models for
use in sketchup or other programs. the solid view extension is available here. again, dont hesitate to get in touch with us if you need any assistance
or advice on these topics or any others. check out the rest of the tutorials for advice on topology modeling, importing sketchup models, or designing
environments to go with them. have fun! the plugin allows you to create a difference surface between two meshes in the most straightforward way.
for example, you can see above how the plugin has created a surface between the road and the footings of a building. this surface can be used in a
number of ways including:
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If you don't already own one of the best 3D map designing and editing tools in the world (and why wouldn't you?) then mindSight Studio's
PlaceMaker is designed to enhance your SketchUp modeling experience. Available for SketchUp Pro, the plugin gives you instant access to a

collection of 3D models, region data, utilities, and much more. Another useful tool for those who want to create town planning/urban maps, the
PlaceMaker Extension for SketchUp® has over 30+ boundary and municipal data massing models, available for SketchUp for Std. Students;

Traditional and Pre-Launch! It's an accurate and efficient way to view and print out detailed site plans quickly and easily, the PlaceMaker Extension
for SketchUp® allows you to quickly import, preview and export site plans directly from SketchUp®. Pro features include ten different boundary data,

urban boundary line styles and boundary layers, town line styles and boundary layers, and our unique Town Planning Precision plugin feature can
generate finely detailed DWG and PDF drawings from the SketchUp model without extraneous fill paths. Easy but powerful 3D modeling. The

PlaceMaker Extension for SketchUp® brings a highly accurate and easy-to-use terrain editor to SketchUp. Built in to the plugin are a range of terrain
editing tools, such as terrain plane/section tools, section line/clip tools, and sectioned/clip brushes. The PlaceMaker Extension for SketchUp® allows

you to import, preview, and export site plans, buildings, and other 3D data directly from SketchUp, and with the easy-to-use program you can import
data from any of the popular CAD programs, such as AutoCAD or MicroStation. PlaceMaker will quickly and easily import, change, and export data

and objects, all of which have automatically been given standard placement and rendering options. PlaceMaker can import and export the following
types of data: 5ec8ef588b
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